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THEORETICAL DESCRIPTIONS OF NEUTRON EMISSION IN FISSION

David G. Madland
‘l%eorct.icalDivision, Los Alamos National Laboratory

LOSAlamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

ABSTRACT

Brief descriptions are given of the observablcs in neutron emission in fission tc-
gether with early theoretical representations of two of t.hcsc obsexvables, namely, the
prompt fission neutron spectrum N(E) and the average prompt neutron muhlplicity V .

a!This is followed by summaries, togcchcr with examples, of modem approaches to the c -
culation of these two quantities. Here, emphasis is placed upon the predictability md
accuracy of the new approaches. In particular, the dependencies of N(E) and Vpupon the
f~iorting nucleus and its excitation energy arc discussed. Then, recent work in rnultiplc-
chance f~sicm and other recent work involving new measurements are presented and
dlscusacd. Following this, some propctties of fission fragments are mentioned that must
be better known and better understood in order to calculate N(U ad VP wi~ high
accuracy than is currently possible. In conclusion, some measurements are recommended
for the purpose of benchmarking simulmneous calculations of neutron emission and
gammn emission m fwion.

1. INTRODUCTION AND EARLY REPRESENTATIONS

Neutron emission in f~sion can % described in terms of several experimental ob-

smabks, These include the foUowing:

rmtron cmi.ssicmtimes during the fusion process (in principle),

the energy spcctntm of prompt fission neutrons N(E), where E is the labora-

toq energy of the emitted neutron and “prompt” refers m neutron emission

prior to the onset of fission-fragment ~-decay processes,

tne average number (multiplicity) of prompt neutrons emitted per fusion QP,

[he various components of N(E) and VPfor fixed values ~lfthe fission-frag-

ment total kinetic energy m!/or fission-fiagm~nt mass number an?,’orneutron

emission angle,

the prom~ fission neutron multiplicity distribution P(v),

the correlations red/or anti-correlations in neutron emission from complemm-

tary fragments,



● the energy spectrum of pre-fission l~eutrons WE) emitted prior to fission in

nwltiple-chartce fusion,
b scission neutrons,
m neutron emission in ternary fission, and
● neutron emission from uccelerufin: fragments in contrast to neutron emission

from filly accelerated fragments.

While this list is not exhaustive, it does include most of the types of neutron emis-

sion measurements that have been performed or attempted, In this paper, the second and

third items, the prompt fission neutron spectrum N(E) and the average prompt neutron

multiplicity Vp,will be discussed for both spontaneous and neutron-induced fLssion.

Two early representations of the pror~pt fission neutron spectrum, which are still

used today, are the Maxwellian and Watt spectrum representations, with parameters that arc

adjusted to optimally reproduce the experimental spectrum for a given fissioning system.

‘f’heMaxwcllian ~ctmtn is given by

N(E) = (2/rc’p Tf) E1~exp(-E~J , (1)

where the single (temperature) parameter appearing, TM, is related to the average energy of

the speC~ + by

<b = (3/2)TM , (2)

The Maxwellian specttum neglects the d.i.stributionof fission-fragment excitation energy,

the energy dependence of the inverse process of compound nucleus formation, and the

center-of-mass motion of the fkagments from which the neutrons are emitted. Thus, the

sin~~lctemperature parameter TM must simultaneously account for all of these physical ef-

fects. Acccmlin#ly, there is no predictive pwer in a Maxwellian approach,

The two-parameter Watt specm.~mI consists of a center-of-mass Maxwellian spec-

tm.m that has been transformed to the Ialmratoty system, for art average fission fragment

moving with an average ‘.irwticwtergy pr nucleon Ef, This speamm is given by



CXP(-E/_f+
N(E) = –- exp(-E~W) sinh[2(E/Z) ‘nflwl

(nEfTW)]~
(3)

where & and the Watt temperature Tw are related to the average energy of the spectrum

<E> by

<E> = Ef + (3/2)TW . (4)

The Watt spectrum also neglects the distribution of fission-fragment excitation energy and

the energy dependence of the inverse process of compound nucleus formation, but does ac-

count for the center-of-mass motion of an average fragment. However, for spontaneous

and low energy neutron-induced (& < 15 MeV) fission, the concept of an average

fragment is usually not a good one because there are ordinarily two average fragments due

to the double-humped fragment mass distribution. For these reasons, the Watt spectrum,

although it is more physical than the Maxwellian spectrum, has little predictive power in

most applications. flf one insists on using a Watt specmm representation, the average of

the separate Watt specma for the light and heavy mass pak.s should be takri to represent

the total laboratory spectrum N(E). l%k amounts to a three-parameter representation, as-

suming the existence of statistical equilibrium ktween the nascent fragments.]

At the same time that these early representations were introduced for N(E), the av-

erage prompt neutron multiplicity Vpwaa modeled3 by a sknplP polynomial (USUallY~e~)

in incident neutron energy ~, for each fissioning system considered: VP= VQ + aEn, ~d

again, [he parameters appemi.ng were, and are. adjusted tc optimally reproduce the ex-

perimental average m’u.ltiplicity,

To summarize, it is ci~ar that one of the approachw described above can be used

to predict N(E) enci/or Qp(&) for a different fissioning nucleus or for a differcm excitation

~ncrgy from what has &rt Cxpcrirnentally measured. Therefore, in Sec. 11!hree modem

approaclies to the cab ulation of N(E) and VPare described md exarnp!es given. More

recent work with these approaches is described in Sees, III and I ‘Y,and some ccmclusions

and remrnmendationa arc presented in See, V.

It. MODERN APPROACHES TO TliE CALCULATION OF N(E) AND VP

In recent ye,nrsthrw new theoretical upproachcs have evolved for the calculation of

the prompt ftwion neutron spectrum N(E). These are the following:



● The Los Alamos approach,4 begun in 1979, which is based upon standard

nuclear evaporation theory5 and simultaneously treats the average prompt
neutron Imulriplicity Vp. This approach emphasizes predictive capabilities

while requiring minimal input. Refinements to this approach that treat the en-

tire fission-fragment mass and charge distributions, instead of averages over

their peak regions, have also been pcrforrned.6g

● ‘The Dresden approach,g begun in 1982, which is also based upon standard

nuclear evaporation theory,j but accounts explicitly for neutron cascade

emission. This approach emphasizes a complete description, requiring a

substantial amount of experimem;~! tnf’>:mation, The Dnxicn group has also

employed the Los Alarnos approach including the refinements mentioned

above.d,lo

● The Hauscr-Feshbach statistical model approach, which is baw . upon

Hauser-Fcshbach theory 11 and accounts explicitly for t.hc competition

between neutrcn crnission and gamma-ray emission in a given fission

fiagrnent. This approach, if properly applied, accounts for the influence of

angular momentum on neutron and gamma-ray emission, whereas the Los

Alamos and Dresden approaches do not. Accordingly, the Hauser-Feshbach

approach may, ultimately, become the lmt theoretical approach,

11.A, Summary of bs Alamos Model.

The original Los Alamos modcld addresses both neutron-induced and qmntaneous

fission and accounts for the physical effects of

( 1) the distribution of f~ion-fragment excitation energy,

(2) the energy riependence of the inverse process of compound nucleus formation,

(3) the center-of-mass motion of the fission fragments, and

(4) mt.dtiple-chance f~sion at high inciderlt neutron energy.

In particular, to simulate the initial distribution of fwion-fmgrnertt e.~ckation energy

and subsequent cooling as neutrons are emitted, a triangular approximation m the cm-re-

.sponclingfission-fnlgmenr residual nuclear temperature distribution is used, This nppmxi

mation, based upon the d-wervarions of Terrell ‘2 is glvcn by



{

2Tflm2 T~T~

P(T) =

o T>T m’

(5)

where the maximum temperature Tm is related to the initial total average fmsion-fragment

excitation energy <E*> by
7’-m = (cE*>/a)lfl , (6)

and where a is the nuclear level densiry parameter. In Eq. (6), the initial total average fk-

sion-fragrnent excitation energy k gkren by

<E*> = <Er> + En + Bn - <E:t> , (7)

where <&> is the average energy release in fission, Bn and ~ are the separation and

kinetic energies of the neutron inducing fission (set to zero for spontamous fission), and

~~t> ti the total average fi,ssion-flagment kinetic energy. These quantities We tither

known or cm be calculated.

The energy dependence of the inverse process is treated in the center-of-mass frame

by calculating the compound nucleus formation cross section crc(c)for the inverse proce~s

using an opucal-rnodel potential with explicit isos@ndependence so as to describe (neutron

rich) f~ion fragments more correctly. It is the shupe c~ac(c) with e rhat affects N(E).

The values of the average kinetic energy per rmc’eon of the average light fragmrm?

Al, and avcr~ge heavy fragmcm AI+are obtained using momentum conservation and are

given by

+ = @#l ) (c+I’A) ,
(8)

where A is the mass number of the fisfiionhg nucleus.

With the inclusion of these physical effects, the prompt tissmrt neutron spectrum in

the laboratory s~stem is gif.cn by



N(E) = ~ [N(E,E:,G:) + N(E,E;,OH)] )c (9)

where

Irkthis equation, E is the center-of-mass neutron energy and the temperature-dependent

normalization k(T) is given by

k(T) = [~Uc(E) E exp(-E/T’)dc]-’ , (11;

o

If q(&) is constant, E-q,(10) reduces to the closed form expression

[
N(E,E~ = 1 u2 13%31(u2) - U;%,(UI) + Y(:!U2) - Y(; jui) ~ (12)

3(EfTm)’n

where

‘2 = (fi + \[Ef )2nm ,

EI(x) is the exponential integral function, and

y(a~) i9 the incomplcrc gamma function.

Similarly, the average prompt fission neutron multiplicity ~p is obtaked from

considerations of energy conservation and is given by

<E*> - <ET>-. —— -.
‘P = <Sn>+ <0 ‘ (13)



where <E:> is the total average prompt gamma-ray energy, <Sn> is the average fission-

fragment neutron separation energy, and <~ is the average center-of-mass energy of the

emitted neutrons.

There are two specific connections between N(E) and Vpthat are worth noting. The

fust is that the maximum temperature Tm appearing as one of three parameters in N(E) also

appears in Vpas Tm2, through Eq. (6). The second is that the average center-of-mass neu-

tron energy <0 appearing in Vpis also the first moment of the center-of-mass spectrum

I$(E) corresponding to the laboratory spectrum N(E). These two corrections are very im-

portant because they mean that if one has experimental information on either N(E) or Vpfor

a given fmsioning system, then that information can be used as a constraint in the calcula-

tion of the other, unmeasured, observable.

If the complete f~ion-fragrnent mc.~sand charge distributions are treated, instead

of averages over their peak regions, Eq. (9) becomes

N(E) = ~ ~ Y(A) ~ P(Z) N[ E, E: A), OC(Z,A),Tm(Z,A)] , (14)
lot

where (AZ)

? (A)

Y(A)

v ,m = ~ Y(A) ~ (A) k tie total average prompt neutron multiplicity,
A

are fragment mass and charge numbers,

is the average prompt neutron multiplicity for each fragment mass,

is the fragment mass yield,

P(z) is the fragment charge dimilmion,

and Ef (A) and Tm (Z,A) arc calculated as in Eqs, (8) and (6), respectively, but

without the use of rmy averaged quantities [see Ref. 7]. Similarly, if

experimental values for V (A) do not exist, they are calculated as in Eq. (13),

but without the uae of comcspondi.ngaveraged quantities.

E~amples of calculations performed using the original Los Alamos model are

shown in Figs. 1-7, The numerical details and evaluation of the constants appearing in

these calculations are found in Ref. 4 so they are not repeated here. First, comparisons of

the Los Alamos spectrum for a constant cross section to Maxwellian and Watt spectra for

the same fissioning system are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, The fust moments (average labora-

to~ neutron energies) of the three spectra have been constrained to be identical by deter-

Inining the Maxwellian and Watt temperatures, TM and Tw, in terms of the physically



based value of Tm. Using th!s basis for comparison, the Lm Alamos spectrum lies be-

tween the Maxwellian ar,d Watt spectra. The fact that TM includes the effects of fragment

motion is evident in Fig. 2, where the tail of the Ma.xwellian spectrum is clearly too hard

due to the overly large value of TM. The converse is true for the tail c f the Watt spectrum,

which is too soft because TW is less than Tm.

The dependence of N(E) on the fissioning nucleus and its excitation energy is

show-nfor the constant cross section Los Akunos model in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows

hov- the s-pectrum increases at high energy and decreases at low energy as the mass and

chage of the fissioning nucleus increases, for thermal-neutron-induced fission. Thus,

<&> is increasing faster with the mass of the fissioning nucleus than ~~t; is i.ncreastig

with the charge of the fissioning nucleus [see Eqs. (6) and (7)]. Similarly, Fig, 4 shows

how the spectnm increases G high energy and decreases at low energy as the kinetic en-

ergy of the incident neutron increases, for the first-chance fission of 235U.

Figures 5 and 6 compare both the exact and approximate versions of the Los

Alamos spectrum with experimental data. Clearly, there is a preference for the exact en-

ergy-dependent cross-section calculation, although both agree well with the expe~irnent.

Thus, given the quality of the experimental data, the Los Alamos exact spectrum given by

Eqs. (9) and (10) is to be used when high accuracy is required. In such cases, the energy

dependence of the inverse process of compound nucleus fcmnation cannot be ignored.

Turning to the calculation of the average prompt neutron multiplicity ~PuSing the

Los Alarnos model, Fig, 7 shows a comparison of calculated and experimental values of Vp

for the neutron-induced fission of 235U. The agreeme:. ,betterthan 1% at energies below

1 MeV and at 6 MeV. In the region from - 1.5 to 5.5 MeV, however, the experimental val-

ues are somewhat less thaII the calculated values, - 3% ddferences at 4.5 MeV, Neverthe-

less, the agreement between experiment and calculation is quite good, given the approxi-

mations implied by the use of avera~ed quantities in Eq. (13).

A comparison of the original and (preliminary) refined Los Alamos models,

co~esponding to Eqs. (9) and (10) and Eqs. (14) and (10), respectively, is shown in Fig.

8 for the spontaneous fission of 232Cf. The refined calculation agrees ew:n better with

experiment than does the original calculation [see Refs. 7-8], but there is still room for

further improvement, This is presvrnably accomplished by increasing the number of

calculated fragments from 28 (two fragments evety sixth mass number) to say, 56 (two

fragments every third mus number), or perhaps even more. This ~uikis currently in

progress.



11.B. Summary of Dresden Model.

The Dresden model,g currently known as the Complex Cascade Evaporation

Model, accounts for the physical effects of

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

the distribution of fission-fragment excitation energy in each step of the cas-

cade evaporation of neutrons,

the energy dependence of the inverse process of compound nucleus format-

ion,

the center-of-mass motion of the fission fragments,

the an.isotropy of the center-of-mass neutron spectrum,

the complete fission-figment mass and kinetic energy distributions, and

Semi-mpirical fission-fragment nuclear level densities.

Wkh knowledge of the above physicaJ effects in stilcient detail, the prompt f~sion

neutron apectmm in the laboratory system is given by

N(E) = ~ ~ P(A,TKE) N(E~,TKE) dTKE , (15)
A

where P(A,TKE) is the nonnali.zed f~sion-fragment mass distribution for a fixed value of

the total f~sion-fragment kinetic energy TILE, and N(E~,TKE) is the laboratory spectrum

for freed figment mass A and freed TKE. The sum and integral are over all contributing

fragment mass numbers and total kinetic energies, respectively. The fragment spectrum

N(E,A,TKE) is given by

(fi+Jq?

J

q(c,A,lKE)
[

I + b [(E - Ef - F)2/4EEl
N(E,A,TKE) = ——.

4~q [1+ (b/3)1

(m[~t

}
dE , (16)

where Ef is the kinetic energy per nucleon of the fragment, b is the anistropy coefficient, E

is the center-of-mass neutron energy, md $(e,A,TKE) is the center-of-mass specttum for

freed fiagmcnt mass and freed TKE, givcn by



w

IIW&~,TKE) = ~ @.(s,E*p4-1)P. (E*,A,TKE) dE* .
i 1 1

i

(17)

In this equation, the sum is over the steps i of the cascade while the integral is over the

fragment excitation energy E*, and B1is the neutron binding energy in a fragment that has

emitted i neutrons. Also, Pi (JY’~,TKE) is the excitation energy d:,stribution be@e step i

and is expressed in terms of Pi.1 and, ultirmtely, Po, which k assumed Gaussian. Finally,

$(e,E*A) is the Weisakop@ center-of-mass neutron energy spectrum for freed E* and A,

given by

~&,E*,A) = CaC(&,A -l)&p(E*-Bn-&, A-l) , ;18)

where p is the level density of the residual nucleus for zero angular momentum states and C

is the nomml.ization constant.

Examples of calculations performed using the Dresden model are shown in Figs. 9

and 10 for the spontaneous fission of 252Cf. The numerical details and evaluation of the

constants appearing in these calculations are found in Refs. 13 and 14 so they are not re-

peated here. The reality of anisotropy effects in the prompt fission neutron spectrum is

demonstrated in Fig. 9 where recent experimental data for polar and equatorial emission,

and calculations using the Dresden model with an anisotropy coefficient b = 0.1, agree well

with each mher. The experimental and calculated s-a for the same i“~sion.ingsystem,

but integrated over all angles of neutron emission, arc shown in Fig. 10 as deviations from

a Maxwell.ian spectrum. Again, the Dresden model (CEM), solid curve for b = 0.1 (~ =

O.1), yields quite good agreement with experiment, especially at the low energy end of the

spectrum. Clearly, the anisohupy of the center-of-mass spectrum must be taken into ac-

count to obtain the most realistic representation of the experimental spectnm.

The Dresden group has also employed6’ ~~the Los Alamos mudel and has refined it

(GMNM model) to include dependence on fragment mass and center-of-mass emission

angle. 15

11.C, Summary of Hauser-Feshbach Approach,

This approach consists of I-lauser-Feshbach statistical model calculations of ttie dc-

excitation of representative nuclei of the fission-fragment mass md charge distributions.



This model applied to fission fragments accounts for the physical effects included in the

Los A.Iamosand Dresden models and, in addition, accounts for

(1) Neutron and gamma-ray competition in the de-excitation of a given f~sion

fragment,

(2) neutron transmission coefficients Tlj from an optical-model potential for each

fragment considered [for each value of&, these To are essentially the angular

momentum decomposition of the ~c(E) used in the Los Alamos and E, esden

models],

(3) gamma-ray transmission cocfficienw Ty for each fra~ent consider~, ~~

(4) the angular momentum distribution P(J) for each fragment considered.

A detailed description of the Hauser-Feshbach formalism for de-excitation of fw-

sion liagmenta is not presented here, due to space limitations. Crucial aspects of such ca-

lculations, however, include fragment nuclear level densities, initial excitation energy and

angular momentum distributions, neutron optical-model potentials for fragments, and the

partition of available excitation energies between light and heavy fragments. These subjects

are discussed by Brownc and Dietrich,16 who performed a H-F calculation of the neutron

spect.mm N(E) for the 252Cf(sf) reaction. Their results are compared with two experimen-

tal spectra (that were available in 1974) in Fig. 11. Gerasimenko and Rubchenya 1~-18have

also performed H-F calculations of N(E), for the same 252Cf(sf) reaction, beginning in

1980. They consider 18 repmentative fission fragmerlts, and use a Fermi-gas level den ~

sity and a Gaussian distribution of initial excitation energy, to obtain the total spectrum

shown in good agreement with experiment in Fig. 12, They ~btain even better agreement

when including a center. of-mass anisotropy coefficient of b = 0.15, although this effect is

still under study. la

More recent H-F calculations have been performed by Seeliger et uI.22, again, for

the ‘~f(sfl prompt neutron spcctxw N(E). In these calculations, shown in Figs. 13 and

14, good agreement is obtained with evaluation and experiment. In particular, for the right

value of a “scaling factor” on the gamma-emission width, the laboratory neutron energy

spectrum and ncut~on total angular distribution arc well reproduced. On the other hand,

calculational difficul~iesremain with the average center of-mass neutron emission energy as

a function of fragrne,lt mass. This work is cxmtinuing.



FII. RECENT WORK ON MULTIPLE-CHANCE FISSION

Two examples of recent work on the effects of neutron-reduced multiple-chance

fission upon the prompt fission neutron spectrum N(E) and average prompt neutron rnul.

tiplicity Vpare discussed in this section. The major physical effea hem is that when the in-

cident neutron energy is sufficiently high (above the neutron binding energy, say), then

two or more reaction channels resulting in fission can be open simuftaneousfy. For exam-

pie, the fmt-chamce fission (n~ reaction in competition with the second-chance fission

(n~’f) reaction. The competition between the open f~sion channels affects the observable

N(E) and Vp.

111.A. Neutron-Induced Mtdtiple-Ct,ance Fission of 235U.

The Los Alamos model hti been used to cskulare the neutron-induced multiple-

chance fission neutrcrl spctrum ad average multiplicity for 235Uup through third-chance

fission. The exact energy-dependent spectra, given by E+. (9)-(11), together with evapo-

ration qxtra $(~,uc) to describe neutron emission prior to f~ion, are combined in pro-

portion to tnu.hple-chance fi.ssiort probabilities P: and average prompt neutron multi-

plicities Qpifor the f~sion.ing nuclei involved Thislyields the total prompt fission neutron

spectrum due to fret-, second-, and third-chance f~ion events in the laboratory system:

N(E) = { P: UP N](E) + P: [$,(E)+VP2N2(E)]
11 2

+ P: [$l(E) + @2(E)+ VPqN3(E)] }/
3

[P
A
pp +P; (1+ VP2)+P:(2+TP3 )], (19)
112 3

where the index “i” on P$ and Vprt’~rs to first- , second-, or third-chmcc fission and the

index “j” cn $ refers to the corresponding neutron evaporation spectra prior to fission.

wore th~t thm ‘“$”are different from the “$” of the Dresden model dcsctibed above.1

Similarly, the total avemge prompt neutron multiplicity duc to flit-, second-, and

thid-chance fission events is given by



v=
P

[P; vp + P;(1 +VP2) + P;(2+VP )]/(P: +P:+P;) , (20)
11 2 3 3 1 23

where the indices have the same meaning as in Eq. (19).

The evaluation of Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) as a function of incident neutron energy En

leads to the prompt fusion neutron spectmm matrix N(E&) and the average prompt neu-

tron multiplicity vector FP(En). These are shown for n + 235U in Figs. 15 ~d 16 for

N(E,EO), and in Fig. 17 for Vp(En). Detailed features of these cahxlations arc discussed in

Ref. 4 and in Ref. 7. Figures 15 and 16 clearly illustrate the dependence of the matrix

N(E&) upm the incident neutron energy En, In particular, t!!cpartition of the total avail-

able excitation energy into neutron emission prior to fission and neutron emission from

fission hgrrtents leads to suggestions of a staircase eflect m the peak regions of the matrix

and an oscifhro~ @ect in the tail regions of the matrix. The staircase effect is due largely

to the prc-f~ion evaporation neutrons while the oscillatory effect is due largely to the c =

currcncc of cooler fission fragments following the emission of a neutron, or two neutrons,

prio~ to fission. Figure 17 illustrates the calculated vector ~p(&). under the msumptiona of

multiple-chance fission and first-chmce fission only, in comparison with experiment. Sur-

prisingly, there are only slight dfierences between the two calculations for then + 235U

system. This means that the combined incident energy dependencies of the components of

q. (20)~dthseofEq.(13) arc very similar, perhaps fortuitously so.

IH.B. Neutron-Induced Multiple-Chance Fission of 232T’h.

l%e Dresden group has employed a refined version of the Los Alarms model (their

GMNM modclb) to calculate the neutron-induced multipbchmcc f~ion neutron ~ctrum

md average neutron multiplicity for Zsz’11. The spmn.tm N(E) is calculated for& = 7.3

McV, at which the Dresden group also measured the spectrum.zs The average multiplicity

is calculated 15from thretiold to 10 MeV The calculations of these two observablcs then

require reclusion of first- and second-chance fission effects from the standpoint of energet-

ic. A comparison of the measured and calculated spectra is shown in Fig. 18, without

illustration of first- and second-chance components, because the spctrum is “not influ-

enced by prc-fission neutrons above 1 MeV. ” This implies that, for this ca9e, multiple-

chmce f~sion effects are found to be negligible. On the other hand, the mea~tilcd and cal-

culated avcruge neutron multiplicities, shown in Pig. 19, indicate the presence of seccmd-

chance fission effects just above 6 MeV and - ~ery strong second-chance fission

component at - 7 MeV. Comparing with the 2~5Ucase for both cbsewables, one sees that



N(E, 7 MeV) for 23SU, Fig. 16, shows a reasonably strong second-chance fission

presence in sharp contrast to N(E, 7.3 MeV) for 232Th, shown in Fig. 18, whereas the

converse is true for VPin the same energy region, as shown in Figs. 17 ml 19 Although

differences in both macroscopic and microscopic components of the respective pmentia.1

energy surfaces, together with differences in the energetic, are responsible for this

circumstance, it is nevertheless difficult to isolate a dominant cause. CIPW!y, thc:e is a

need for funkier studies in multiple-chance f~sion.

IV. OTHER RECENT WORK

In this section other recent work is presented on the calculation of the prompt fis-

sion neutron spectrum N(E). Some of these calculations are d~e to the completion of very

recefi measurements.

IV.A. N(E,e) for 252Cf(sf).

The Dresden group has applied the Los Alamos model to the calculation of the en-

ergy and mgle spectrum, N(E,B), for the lskf(sf) reaction. To accomplish this, they

have written a new computer code,l 5 FINESSE, which is based upon a refined Los

Alamos model (their GMNM modelb). The calculatedly spectmrn is shown in the upper

portion of Fig, 20 in comparison with smoothed experimental data~ shown in the lower

portion of the figure. The good overall agreement is a rather remarkah!c dievement,

despite the reported strong sensitivity of the tail of the spcctnun to the optical potential

employed.

IV.B. N(E, 0,53 McV) for then + 235U and n + 2~9PuReactions.

Calculations for the i&ntical fission reactions are compared here for the original

Los Alamos model (Ref. 4, 1982) and the Los Alamos model refined by the Dresden group

(Ref. 15, 1990). The experimental data for the II+ 2351Jand n + 2%% reactions, at & =

0, S3 MeV, are those of Johnnsson md Holmqvist~~ and Johonsson et al, ,27 respective] y,

The comparison are shown irt Figs. 21 and 22, wherein the calculations (and data) for the

original Los Alamw mockld are referenced to the consrmt cross-~tion calculation (Eqs, 9

and !2), While the ca.lculationti ~and data) for the Los Alamos model refined15 by the

Dresden group are referenced m best-fit Mwwellian spectra. The figures show that the

original Las Alamos model agrees better with the 235U data, although the refined IAM



Alamos model calculation is in reasonable agreement. On the other hand, neither

calculation agrees well wih the 23*u experiment. This means that the calculations are in

error, or that the experimental data are suspect, or both. Clearly, existing 239Pu data at

other incident energies should be calculated as the fmt step in resolving this discrepmcy.

IV,C. N(E, OMeV) for the n + ‘5U Reaction.

A new measurement of the prompt fission neutron spectrum for the thermal-neut-

ron-induced f~sion of 235U has been reported by Wang et al.*8 in 1989. This spectrum

was calculated29 in 1983 using the Los Alarnos model, Eqs. (9)-(11), and is identical to the

thermal spectrum shown in Figs. 15 and 16~ The comparison with the new data is shown

in Figs. 23 and 24. Since the measwrcment occurred six years after the calculation, the

comparison is cettaird y one without parameter adjustment. Although the agreement is

reasonably gocxl, the low ener~j (E <- 1 MeV) end of the spectrum is undetpredicted.

This may be further evidence for center-of-mass anisotropy, which is not included in the

calculation.

IV. D, N(E, 2 MeV) for the n + 238U Reaction.

A new measurement of the prompt fission rieutron spectrum has also been re-

portedso for 2-MeV neutrons incident on 238U. ‘he spectrum was calculated with the Los

Alamos model, Eqs. (9)-( 1i ), using input parameters, except the value of En, determined

in 1982 (Ref. 4), and is compared with the new data of Baba et also in Figs. 25 and 26.

Here also, the agreement is reasonably good, especially given that no parameier

adjustments have been made. However. the constant cross-section version of the Los

FUamos model, Eqs. (9) and (12), was also used to calculate this spectrum (JENDL-3) md

is shown in Ref. 30 (Fig. 6). A compan’scmof the two different calculations clearly shows

that, m this case, the energy-dependent cross section calculation is the prefenul one. It

should he noted here that m adjustment in the effective level density parameter of the

JENDL-3 calculation would improve the agreement.

V, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded that prompt fission neutron spectra and nverage prompt neutron

mukipl icities can k calculated with reasonably gcmdconfiderm

9 for unmeasured as well as mewmed systems, and



9 for spontaneous as well as neutron-induced fission.

A high-quality m~wurement of the prompt fission neutron spectrum man-ix from

neutron-induced multiple-chance fission, a fission coincidence measurement, would

crucially test the already existing calculations for multiple-chance fission effects. This

would undoubtedly lead to a better undcwta.ndi.ng of multiple-chance fission effects,

especially in their competition.

‘he current limitations to calculating N(E), N(E,En), ~d QP(En) with higher

accuracythanis now possible include insufflc~entknowledge of

● excitation energy partition in tlssion,
9 fission-fragment nuclear level densities,
● isospin dependence of global neutron optical-model potent ids,
9 f~ion-hgrncnt ground-state masses (for tk calculation of fission energy

release),
b fission-fragment mass and charge distributions (as opposed to these distri-

butions for f~ion products), and
● fmion-fmgrnent initial excitation energy and initial angular momentum dis-

tributions.

It is believed that, ultimately, the Hauscr-Feshbtwh approach will probably yield the

most accurate results in the calculation of N(E), N(E,&), and Qp(&). One of the reasons

for this belief is that simultaneous calculation of neutron md gamma-ray competition is the

best way to account for the available fissicm-fragrncnt excitation energy. A.ntier reason is

the explicit treatment of each fiagrnent pair in tk calcr.datior. To Ixnchmark such calcultt-

tions, it is recommended that the following measu.rctnents be performed with high accuracy

and over & widest possible ~ondmy energy range, if they do not already exist:

● The prompt f~ion rwutron nnd gw.nma-ray spectra for the thcnna! meutron”

induced fission of 2~5U(Ieachng to compmmd nucleus spidptiry of 3- and 4-

Ordy), and

b the prompt fission neutron and gamma-ray spectra for the thermal-ncutron-

induccd fission of z~%hl (leading to compound nucleus spin/ptuity of 0+ and

1+only).

It is clear that these measurements would, ideal!y, be performed cm u fragment pair by

frugmcr~tpair bmis,
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Prompt fission neutron spectrum for the fission of 235U induced by 0,53-MeV
neutrons. The solid cuwe gives the Los A.knos spectrum calculated from Eqs,
(9) and (12), thedashed curve gives the Watt spectrum calculated from Eq. (3),
and the dot-dashed curve gives the Ma.xwellian spechum calculated from Eq. (1).
The average neutron energies of the three ~ctra are identical.

Fig. 2. Ratio of the Watt spectrum and the Maxwelhrt spectrum to the Los t4.larnosspec-
trum, corresponding to the curves shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the prompt fission neutron spectrum on the f~sioning nucleus, for
thermal-neutron-induced fission, calculated using the Los Alarnos model, Eqs.
(9) and (12), for Crc(E)= constant.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the prompt fission neutron spectrum on the kinetic energy of the
incident neutron for the fission of 2~SU,calculated using the Los Alamos model,
Eqs. (9) and (12), for CC(E)=constant and assuming first-chance f~ion only.

Fig. 5, Prompt fission neutron spectmm for the fission of 23SU induced by 0.53-MeV
neutrons. llie dashed cume gives the Los Alarnos spctrurn calculated from Eqs,
(9) and (12), for UC(E)= constant, whereas the solid cume gives the Los A.Iarrms
spectrum calculated from Eqs. (9)-(11), for crC(&)obtained using the optical-
modcl potential of Becchetti and Creenlees (Ref. 31). The experimental data are
those of Johartsson and Holmqvist (Ref. 2:1,

Fig. 6. Ratio of the IAMAlamos spectrum cakuhmd using energy dependent cross sec-
tions and the ex@mentai spectrum to tile Los Alamos spectrum calcuktd using
a constant cross section, correspcmc!ingto the cu~~es shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7, Avemge prompt ncutrcm mult iplicit - as a function of the incident neutron energy
Jfor the ncutrun-induced fissicn of “JJflJ, “The solid cume gives the Los Alamos

multi Iicity cuhmlatcd with ‘1! (,J3) using the o~cal-mockl potential of Recchetti
Jand merdees (Ref. 31) to calcul~te thr average ccntcr-of-mzis cnq-y <~. The

experimental dfita we lismd irl Ref. 4,

Fig. !!, Ratio of the crigim:l 1~~sAla.n)os ~~.c~mn], based upofi consider~tions of the
peuhx of tk,efiss:on-t’r~gmemnms~ ;uld charge distributions, and the (preliminary)
refined Los Almos qwctrum, tvl:;edon considerations of the mrirc fission frag-
ment mm’s i~~~Jcharge diswiburlnns, to a MaxwelIian spectrum with TM = ) ,42
Mev’. The I-wclcm.rlevel-density purwncter LIidentical in botli calculations,



Fig, 9. Prwnpt fission neutron spectra for the spontaneous fission of Z%f in the parallel
(polar) and perpendicular (equatorial) directions with respect t~ the fission axis,
calculated using the Dresden model (CEM), Eqs. (15)-(18), but prior to
integration over angle. The experimental data are from Ref. 13 (closed circles)
and Ref. 32 (crosses). [Figure is from Ref. 13.]

Fig. 10. Prcmmt fission neutron spctra for the spontaneous fusion of 25kf shown as the
deviation, in per cent, ffom a Msxwellian spectrum with TM = 1.42 MeV. The
solid curves arc calculated using the Dresden model (CEM), Eqs, (15)-(18), for
two values of the anisotropy coefficient b (~ in the figure). Calculations are also
shown for the Hauscr-Feshbach (HFC) and Los Alamos (GMNM .-rid MNM)
models. The experimental data points arc from the indicated laboratories, but
with etmr deleted for clarity. ~igure is from Ref. 14.]

Fig. 11. Prompt fmion neutrcm spectrum for the spontaneous f~sion of 2s2Cf, calculated
by Browne and Dietxich (Ref. 16) using the Hauser-Feshbacb approach, together
with experimental data from Meadows (Ref. 19) and Greene et uI, (Ref. 20).
[Figure is from Ref. 16,]

Fig. 12, Prompt fiwlcn neutron spectrum for the spontaneous fission of 252Cf shown as
the deviation, in per cent, from a Maxwellian spectrum wi[h TM = 1.42 McV.
The calculated spectrum using the Hauser-Feshbach approach has been obtained
by Gerasimenko and Rubchenya (Ref. 17) and the experimental data are from
Bahmkov er ui. (Ref. 21). [Figure is from Ref. 17.]

Fig, 13. Prompt fission neutron spectrum for the spontaneous fission of 252Cf shown as
the deviation, in per cent, horn a Maxwellian spectrum with TM = 1.42 MeV.
The Hauscr-Feshbach calculations of the spectra, performed by Seeliger et al.
(Ref. 22) are shown for three values of a “scaling factor” on the gamma-emission
width. The evaluated data are from Mannhart (Ref. 23). [Figure is from Ref.
22.]

Fig. 14. Neutron total angular distribution from the spontaneous fission of 2S2Cf. The
Hauser-Feshbach cticulations of the angular distribution, rforrned by Seeliger

ret al. (Ref. 22) are shown for three values of a “scaling actor” on the garnma-
emission width. The experimental data are from Mkrten et al. (Ref. 7A). [Figure
is from Ref. 22,]

Fig, 15. Prom ( fission neutron spectrum matrix N(E,~) for the neutron-induced fission
?of 23 U as d fu,xtion of incident neutron energy 1.nand emitted neutron energy E,

and calculated using the Lns Alamos m ldel, Eqs. (9)-(1 1), d (19).

Fig. 16. Prompt fission neutron spectrum ratio mauix R(E,~) = N(E,En)/N(E,O), corr-
espondingto the matrix shown in Fig. 15.



Fig. 17. Average prompt neutron multiplicity for tile neutron-induced fission of 235U.
The dashed cume gives the Intdtiplicity calculated with Eq. (13) assuming fmt-
chancc fission, whereas the solid cunrs gives the multiplicity calculated with Eq.
(20) assuming muitiplc-chance f~sion. In bth cases, the optical-model potential
of Becchetti and Creenlees (Ref. 31) is used to calculate the average center-of-
mass energy <o. The experimental data are listed in Ref. 4.

Fig. 18. Prompt fission neutron spectrum horn the neutron-induced fission of 232Th
calculated, using the Dresden version (GMNM) of the Los Alamos model, and
measured by Miirteri et al. (Ref. 25). [Figure is from Ref. 25.]

Fig. 19. Average prompt muhiplici
%

as a function of the incident neutron energy for the
neutron-induced fusion of - ~Th. The solid cu.we gives the calculation (Ref. 15)
using the Dresden versmn (GMNM) of the Las Aliunos model. [Figure is from
Ref. 15.]

Fig. 20. Prompt fission neutron spectrum energy and angle mmri:. N(E,e) for the
252Cf(sf) reaction, calculated (Ref 15) using the Dresden version (GMNM) of
the Los Alarnos model (upper portion of figure), and compared with the
smoothed experitncntd data of Mtien et al. (Ref, 24) (lower portion of figure).
~igure is from Ref. 15.]

Fig. 21. (a) Prompt fission M-w.ronspectrum for the fission of’2S5U induced by 0.53-
MeV neutrons. The solid curve giVMthe ratio of the Los Alamos spectrum calcu-
lated [Ref, 4) using enel gy-dependsnt cross sections and the experimental spec-
tmm to the Los Alamos spccm.m calculated using a constant cross section. The
experimental data are those of Johansscn and Hol.mqvist (Ref. 26). [b) Identical
to (a) except that the calculation (Ref. 15) is the Dresden version (GMNM) of the
Los Alarnos model and the reference spectrum is the best-fit Maxwellian with TM
= 1.318 McV.

Fig. 22. (a) Identical to Fig, 2l(a) except for 23%%,and where the experimental data are
those of Johansson et ai. (Ref. 27), (b) Menticed to Fig. 21(b) except for 239Pu,
and where the experirnenud datti are tho:w of Johansson e~al. (Ref. 27),

Fig. 23, Prompt fission neutron spectrum for the fission of 235U induced by thermal neu-
trons. The dashed curve gives the best -fit Maxwellian spectmm (TM = 1.321
MeV) dete~mined in Ref. 28, and the solid ctuve gives the Los Alamos spectrum
calculated from E@. (9)-( 11) for UC(E)obtained using !he optical-model potential
of 13ecchettiand CJreenlees(Ref. 31). The experimental data are those of Wang er
al (Ref. 28).

Fig. 24, Ratio of the Los Alamos qwcrn.un ;Ind the experimental spectrum to the best-fit
Ma;wellian spectrum, corresponding to the cumes shown in Fig. 23,



Fig. 25. Prompt f~ion neutron spectrum for the fusion of Z3BUinduced by 2-McV neu-
trons. The dashed curve gives the best-fit Maxweilian (TM = 1.24 MeV) deter-
mined in Ref. 30, and the solid curve gives the Los Alamos spectrum calculated
from Eqs. (9)-(11) for Gc(&)obtained using the optical-model potential of
Becchetti and Greenks (Ref. 31). The experimental data are those of Baba et al.
(Ref. 30).

Ref. 26. Ratio of the Los ALwnos spectrum and the experimental spectrum to the best-fit
Maxwellian spectrum, corresponding ro the cumes shown in Fig. 25.
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